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ABSTRACT.
The solutions of Einstein’s equations admitting one non-null Killing vec-
tor field are best studied with the projection formalism of Geroch. When
the Killing vector is lightlike, the projection onto the orbit space still exists
and one expects a covariant theory with degenerate contravariant metric to
appear, its geometry is presented here. Despite the complications of inde-
composable representations of the local Euclidean subgroup, one obtains an
absolute time and a canonical, Galilean and so-called Newtonian, torsionless
connection. The quasi-Maxwell field (Kaluza Klein one-form) that appears
in the dimensional reduction is a non-separable part of this affine connec-
tion, in contrast to the reduction with a non-null Killing vector. One may
define the Kaluza Klein scalar (dilaton) together with the absolute time co-
ordinate after having imposed one of the equations of motion in order to
prevent the emergence of torsion. We present a detailed analysis of the di-
mensional reduction using moving frames, we derive the complete equations
1This work is dedicated to the memory of Feza Gu¨rsey.
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of motion and propose an action whose variation gives rise to all but one of
them. Hidden symmetries are shown to act on the space of solutions.
2
1 Introduction
In this paper we study the dimensional reduction of Einstein’s theory from
d + 1 dimensions to d dimensions with a null Killing vector. In contrast
to the usual Kaluza Klein reduction of Einstein’s theory, on which an am-
ple literature exists [1, 2], this case has not received much attention until
now. It is nonetheless important for several reasons. First of all, the analogs
of Ehler’s group and more general hidden symmetries known to arise in the
dimensional reduction with a non-null Killing vector have not yet been stud-
ied. A knowledge of such hidden symmetries would facilitate the analysis of
gravitational “wave” solutions in general relativity (of which the so-called
pp-waves are special examples [3]); we note that such exact solutions have
recently attracted renewed interest in connection with string theory [4]. The
same can be said of the infinite dimensional symmetries, such as the Geroch
group [5], which arise in the dimensional reduction of gravity, supergravities
or superstring theories to two dimensions, and their possible extensions [6].
In fact, when dealing with such generalizations, the question of null-Killing
vectors must be addressed [7]. Finally the use of moving frames sheds some
new light on the subtleties of Galilean invariant theories with coordinate
reparametrization invariance which are potentially relevant in the theory of
continuous media, in the study of nonrelativistic limits and possibly in the
study of light cone frame dynamics. It is well known that the (Wigner) lit-
tle group of a null vector is the Euclidean group, we shall discuss its gauge
realization in curved spacetime.
The non-null reduction of Einstein’s gravity from d+ 1 dimensions to d
dimensions is well known to give rise to gravity coupled to a Maxwell and a
scalar fields in d dimensions. The reduced theory is economically described
in the moving frame formalism by use of an orthonormal frame (vielbein)
E AM =
(
S−1/(d−2)e am SAm
0 S
)
(1)
where e am characterizes the d-dimensional gravitational background, and Am
and S are the Maxwell and scalar matter fields living on this background.
The appropriate Weyl rescalings of e am and Am are included so as to obtain
the canonically normalized Einstein Lagrangian in d dimensions and the
proper identification of the Maxwell gauge transformations. The special
triangular form of E AM in (1) is arrived at by making partial use of local
Lorentz invariance. The Killing vector corresponding to this reduction is
taken to have components ξM = (0, ..., 0, 1). Labeling the last coordinate,
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on which the dimensional reduction is performed, by v (see below for a
comprehensive summary of our conventions and notation), we thus have
ξ ≡ ξM∂M = ∂v ≡ ∂
∂v
(2)
Since the metric is GMN = E
A
M ENA, it is easy to see that, with the form
(1) of the vielbein, ξ2 ≡ ξMξM = S2 vanishes only for a degenerate metric.
Therefore the Killing direction is assumed to be non-null but this does not
restrict small variations of the metric. Consequently the above choice of
frame is unsuitable to study the reduction with a null Killing vector, for
which ξ2 = 0.
The special nature of the dimensional reduction with a null Killing vector
is also evident when the metric is written in the following form, valid for
arbitrary ξ2,
GMN =
(
Gmn ξm
ξn ξ
2
)
(3)
whose inverse we parametrize as follows
GMN =
(
hmn Nm
Nn Nv
)
(4)
Setting ξ2 = 0 here corresponds to freezing one component of the metric
to zero (i.e. Gvv = 0), we would therefore loose one equation of motion
(roughly speaking Rvv = 0) if we were to stick to an action principle. For
this reason, we will mostly work with the equations of motion, although a
candidate action will be presented in section 6.2. For ξ2 = 0, the contravari-
ant metric hmn is degenerate, because then hmnξn = 0. This is the reason
why in this case we end up with a “generally covariant” Galilean theory in
d dimensions. As shown in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], such theories possess a pair of
covariantly constant tensors (hmn, um), where the contravariant metric h
mn
is degenerate and um is its zero eigenvector (suitably normalized). h
mn is
essentially the direct image of GMN on the orbit space of the null Killing
flow. Strictly speaking the generalized Galilean structure we will discover is
the kinematic part of the complicated set of assumptions needed to formu-
late pure Newtonian gravity. In our case the d-dimensional geometry will be
simpler and disentangled from the equations of motion but it will describe
gravity plus ”electromagnetism” as we will see.
There is a second reason for manipulating the equations of motion rather
than some action, it is the property of the orbits of the Killing field to be
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twistless (this is the technical term if d = 3), provided another one of the
classical equations of motion (Rvv = 0, to be precise) is satisfied. We shall
prove that this property, which is more generally called “normality” of the
null Killing vector field, holds in any dimension. In other words we have
ξM =W∂Mu. (5)
It is this consequence of the classical equation of motion: Rvv = 0 that will
allow us to construct a torsion-free connection in d dimensions. In previous
work [13], the vanishing of the twist followed from a stronger assumption,
namely the existence of a “Bargmann” structure or its consequence: the
covariant constancy of the (null) Killing vector; this restriction is not needed
here. We will see that in our approach the absence of torsion implies the
existence of a coordinate u, that will be interpreted as absolute time. The
latter is indispensable in the context of Galilean covariant theories; although
the so-called Newton-Cartan theories of Galilean relativity are in principle
compatible with a nonvanishing torsion, torsion has never been required
until now. Here, we will see that non-trivial torsion can be eliminated by
transmuting it into the scalar field W (dilaton) as a consequence of (5).
Technically the scalar can even be made to appear at the same place as in
the nonnull case thanks to the existence of a Lorentz boost symmetry in
d + 1 dimensions. This scalar field emerges in our work as a genuine local
degree of freedom; but as it is only defined up to a constant, it will appear
solely through its logarithmic derivatives in the final equations of motion.
When it is replaced by a constant, our results are compatible with those of
[13].
The Kaluza Klein one-form, on the other hand, will be shown to disap-
pear inside the Galilean connection. Contrary to the non-null case it does
not exist on the Killing orbit space! In fact there is no canonical abelian
connection, and one cannot reinterpret the changes of section of this fibra-
tion of the (d+ 1)-dimensional manifold as Maxwell gauge transformations
as in the nonnull case. More precisely there are frame dependent quasi-
Maxwell fields that will appear in the intermediate steps of our discussion.
In order to emphasize the difference with the usual situation, we shall call
the changes of section ε-gauge transformations. This surprise is compati-
ble with the well-known fact that the Lorentz force exerted by the Maxwell
field on a test particle moving in this geometry can be reinterpreted as a
Galilean gravitational effect. A generalized Coriolis force corresponds to the
magnetic term and the electric field to the Newtonian one up to the e/m
ratio.
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We shall use the following conventions throughout this paper: capital
letters M,N, .. and A,B, ... will denote curved and flat indices, respectively,
in d+1 dimensions. In the reduction to d dimensions, the curved indices are
split as M = (m, v), where m = 1, ..., d and v is the index for the coordinate
v along the Killing orbits, so ∂v is always a null vector. Flat (Lorentz)
indices A,B, ... are split into transverse indices a, b, ... = 1, ..., d − 1 and
longitudinal indices (+,−), such that + is the flat homolog of the index v,
and the tangent space metric has the light cone frame form:
ηab = δab , η+− = 1 (6)
with all other components vanishing. When dealing with Kaluza Klein mat-
ter we shall also need to make use of intermediate indices α, β in (d + 1)
dimensions; they correspond to another anholonomic frame and decompose
as α = (µ,ϕ), where µ = 1, ..., d and ϕ is the intermediate homolog of v and
the flat index +. The intermediate frame allows an ε-invariant but Lorentz
dependent separation of background and matter fields.
We now summarize the contents of this paper. First we shall show quite
generally that a null Killing vector is twist-free provided one of Einstein’s
equations is satisfied. Frames and symmetries are introduced in the next
section. Symmetries include d-dimensional diffeomorphisms, the one pa-
rameter ε-gauge invariance and local Lorentz invariance partially fixed to
an ISO(d− 1) local subgroup. On a first perusal, readers may then jump to
section 5.3 to find a quick derivation of an affine connection in d dimensions.
However a deeper understanding will come from returning to section 4 where
we set up a d-bein formalism to study the case of pure background geometry
on the space of Killing orbits and discuss its most general connection. We
reformulate these results in (d + 1)-covariant form after having established
the correspondence with earlier work on covariant Newtonian theories. The
splitting of matter and background gravitational field is not independent of
our choice of frame, but it permits a manifestly ε-gauge invariant treatment.
The geometry with matter is discussed in section 5. There we construct in
particular the fully covariant d-dimensional affine connection; this requires
a modified version of the usual Weyl rescaling, which is here forced upon
us by the symmetry and not by a canonical normalization of the action as
in the non-null case. Further peculiarities of Galilean physics are analyzed,
in particular the non-separability of the electromagnetic field. Alternative
methods permit the rederivation of the connection and a systematic study of
tensor fields. The equations for the scalar field, the metric and the connec-
tion are given in section 6. As far as the hidden duality group is concerned,
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a kind of contraction of Ehlers’ SO(2) action still exists as suggested by [2].
We shall mention that its action reduces to an ε-gauge transformation in
the special case of pp-waves but it acts less trivially on the van Stockum
solutions or their generalizations. Finally we discuss the possibility to find
an action principle in d dimensions. We defer the introduction of true extra
matter fields to our next paper. Let us also note that we shall work locally
and postpone temporarily topological and global questions.
2 Properties of a null Killing field.
Let us consider a pseudo-Riemannian manifold admitting a null Killing
vector field ξM : D(M ξN) = 0. It is clearly geodesic, i.e. nonaccelerating
(ξNDNξM = 0), divergenceless (i.e. DMξ
M = 0) and already affinely nor-
malized; it is also by definition “shearfree” (D(M ξN) = 0). We shall now
derive a very important general consequence of Einstein’s equations for clas-
sical solutions admitting a null Killing vector. Contracting the Ricci tensor
RMN with ξ
MξN , we obtain
0 = RMNξ
MξN = ξMGPQ[DM ,DP ]ξQ (7)
Using the Killing equation and the property
ξMDN ξM = 0 (8)
(which holds for any null vector), we find
DMξND
MξN = 0 = ξMNξ
MN (9)
where ξMN := DMξN − DNξM . We shall keep that tensor convention of
adding one lower index for the exterior derivative in this paper. We next
observe that, due to the equality ξNDN ξM = 0 and the Killing property, we
have ξMξMN = 0.
Let us now consider first the case d = 3. Squaring the expression
ǫMNPQξMNξPVQ, where VM is an arbitrary vector, it is easy to see that
all contractions vanish, and therefore
ǫMNPQξ
NξPQ = 0, (10)
since VM was arbitrary. We will refer to this property as “normality of the
Killing vector” (and not use the word “hypersurface-orthogonality” for es-
thetic reasons). It implies the result (5) stated in the introduction. By
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Frobenius’ theorem, the null planes orthogonal to (and containing) the
Killing vector form an integrable system tangent to d-manifolds. Owing
to (5), we can define a new coordinate u, which is in some sense the curved
analog of the flat minus coordinate. u is an absolute affine time of the grav-
itational solution that replaces in a way the proper time of cosmological
matter in a Friedmann universe. Note however that the vector field ∂/∂u
has not been defined yet, it depends on the choice of the other coordinates
and is in general non-null. The function W is an integrating factor; the
special case when it is constant corresponds to the so-called pp-waves [3],
it is also the case considered in [13, 14]. Let us stress that what follows
holds irrespective of the assumptions made by these authors. Observe that
GMN∂Nu is also a null geodesic vector field affinely parametrized and hence
W is constant along each null geodesic:
ξM∂MW = 0. (11)
Actually, the normality property proved above holds not just in four but
in any number of dimensions. To see this, we can either repeat the above ar-
gument with a set of mutually orthogonal vectors V
(i)
M , or otherwise rephrase
it with flat indices. Let us note that the proof of normality in dimension
greater than four relies on the Minkowskian signature of the metric; in four
or three dimensions, however, the existence of a single time direction is not
required.
We may mention that the above argument can also be turned around
(see for example [15]): if the Killing vector obeys (10) and is null, the en-
ergy momentum tensor is constrained to obey ξMξNTMN = 0 by Einstein’s
equations, regardless of the specific kind of matter that is coupled to gravity
in d + 1 = 4 dimensions. For completeness let us also recall that in 4 di-
mensions the vacuum solutions of Einstein’s equations admitting a geodesic
non-expanding non-twisting null congruence form the Kundt class [16]. They
are all algebraically special. As they are shearfree they are precisely our so-
lutions admitting a null Killing vector.
3 Generalities, symmetries and frames
There will be two groups of symmetries beyond d-dimensional diffeomor-
phisms: the Maxwell type invariance (ε-invariance) corresponding to the
arbitrary choice of sections through the Killing orbits (the transformation
rules are given in eq.(29)), and the change of transverse vector nm or more
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generally the local Lorentz subgroup ISO(d− 1)×R preserving our partial
choice of gauge; we shall speak somewhat abusively of Lorentz invariance for
the latter invariance. Contrary to the non-null case, the orthogonal space to
the null Killing vector contains the Killing vector itself; thus although it is
of codimension one, it does not provide the rest of a basis for the full space.
So there is no canonical abelian connection, it would depend on the choice
of an extra vector field via, as we shall see, the choice of moving frame. We
shall first list the formulas for the frames to be used and then motivate our
choices by group theoretical arguments.
General covariance in d dimensions and ε-invariance are preserved by the
choice of what we call an intermediate moving frame. This is a particular
choice of Cartan anholonomic frame field that is only partly null like the
light cone Lorentz frame defined above. But it will allow a convenient and
ε-covariant separation of the gravitational background from the Maxwell
and scalar matter fields. In the non-null case (1), this frame implements a
fully covariant separation of e am from the bona fide matter fields (Am, S).
Let us insist however on the unusual fact that here this separation of a
Maxwell field from the gravitational field is Lorentz-noncovariant and hence
a temporary artefact of our discussion; therefore our designation of both S
and Am as matter fields involves some abuse of language.
In fact themain difficulty will be to reconcile ε and ISO(d−1) invariances
and to define the appropriate tensor calculus. The idea is to implement
successively these invariances, firstly in this order beginning in section 4
and then, with hindsight, in the reverse order in section 5.3.
3.1 Frames
Accordingly, we represent the full moving frame as a product of a background
vielbein E˚ Aα and an intermediate frame H
α
M describing the matter fields,
such that
E AM = H
α
M E˚
A
α (12)
where the intermediate indices split according to α = (µ,ϕ). For the explicit
parametrization of the background frame, we use the tangent space light-
cone indices introduced above, viz.
E˚ aµ = e
a
µ , E˚
−
µ = uµ , E˚
+
µ = 0
E˚ aϕ = E˚
−
ϕ = 0 , E˚
+
ϕ = 1 (13)
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with inverse
E˚ µa = e
µ
a , E˚
µ
−
= nµ , E˚ µ+ = 0
E˚ ϕa = E˚
ϕ
−
= 0 , E˚ ϕ+ = 1 (14)
where e aµ n
µ = e µa uµ = 0 and n
µuµ = 1. The covariant and contravariant
metrics gµν and h
µν in d dimensions defined by
gµν = G˚µν ≡ E˚ Aµ E˚ Bν ηAB = e aµ e bν ηab
hµν = G˚µν ≡ E˚ µA E˚ νB ηAB = e µa e νb ηab (15)
are therefore degenerate: gµνn
ν = hµνuν = 0. The projector onto the
(d− 1)-dimensional transverse subspace is
Πµ
ν := gµρh
ρν ≡ e aµ e νa =⇒ δµν = Πµν + uµnν (16)
Geometrically the fibration by the orbits of the null Killing field defines
a projection from the (d + 1)-dimensional manifold onto the d-dimensional
space of orbits. The usual Geroch construction of tensors [2] breaks down but
one can still define the image of the contravariant metric by the projection
map. As we said, it corresponds to hmn and does not depend on a choice
of section i.e. on the choice of the coordinate v. Its determinant vanishes
precisely when ξ2 does. The choice of nm however is arbitrary and crucial
to define the transverse space to the fibration, the quasi-Maxwell field and
the covariant metric on the quotient space.
The “matter” degrees of freedom are contained in the (d+1) by (d+1)
matrix H αM with components
H µm = δ
µ
m , H
ϕ
m = SAm
H µv = 0 , H
ϕ
v = S (17)
Consequently, the full vielbein is
E am = e
a
m , E
−
m = um , E
+
m = SAm
E av = E
−
v = 0 , E
+
v = S (18)
whose inverse we also record for completeness
E ma = e
m
a , E
m
−
= nm , E m+ = 0
E va = −e ma Am , E v− = −nmAm , E v+ = S−1 (19)
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We note that the background frame is recovered from E AM by switching
off the matter fields, i.e. by putting Am = 0 and S = 1 in these formu-
las. Then, of course, ξm ≡ um and nm ≡ Nm, and there is no need to
distinguish intermediate from curved d-dimensional indices. We shall nev-
ertheless change frame by contracting tensors with the appropriate frame
matrix, keeping (usually) the name of the tensor as is done traditionally in
the Lorentz frame picture. A notable exception to this rule will be E itself.
Clearly we took the vector E+ along the Killing direction. The vectors
E− and Ea complete the tangent vector basis and E− is to be chosen at
will. The full vielbein and its inverse are form invariant under the subgroup
ISO(d−1)×R of the Lorentz group. The R factor will be gauge fixed shortly
and reduced to a global subgroup. As we have mentioned the very definition
of matter by the above factorization is not ISO(d−1) invariant. This means
that different choices of the nm vector fields will lead to different splittings
between the matter field Am and the background gravitational field.
The full (d+ 1)-metric has components
Gmn = gmn + SAmun + SAnum ≡ gmn +Amξn +Anξm
Gmv = Sum ≡ ξm =W∂mu , Gvv = 0 (20)
where gmn ≡ e am e an . Its inverse is
Gmn ≡ hmn , Gmv = S−1nm − hmnAn ≡ Nm
Gvv = hmnAmAn − 2S−1nmAm ≡ Nv (21)
3.2 Spacetime symmetries
Let us first consider the symmetries preserving the choice of “Lorentz”
frames in the reduction from (d + 1) to d dimensions; we discuss them in
some detail because of the new features that appear in comparison with the
usual non-null reduction.
Let us start with the local Lorentz group SO(d, 1), it is broken down to
its subgroup ISO(d− 1)×R by the choice of gauge made in eq.(18); this is
the stability subgroup of the flat + direction or equivalently of the choice
E m+ = 0. It is to be contrasted with the more familiar non-null reduction,
where the residual symmetry is SO(d) or SO(d−1, 1). However, if we ignore
for the time being the R factor this stability subgroup is isomorphic to the
Poincare´ (Euclidean) group. The mathematical reason behind the appear-
ance of the Euclidean group here is related to the fact that the little group
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of a null vector in Minkowskian geometry is the global Euclidean group.
As a local exact symmetry however, Euclidean invariance is rather unusual.
In ordinary general relativity, a local Poincare invariance is hidden which
can be made explicit for example in total dimension three [17] or in four
dimensions as the contraction of a de Sitter gauge group [18]. Our frame
bundle has a priori a Lorentz structure group which can be reduced to the
ISO(d − 1) subgroup in the presence of the Killing vector by our choice
of adapted frames. We do not have to restrict it by some additional local
assumption.
An important point to note is that the (d+1)-dimensional vector repre-
sentation of SO(d, 1) is indecomposable but not irreducible under ISO(d−1)
since it admits invariant subspaces, but cannot be split. More explicitly,
for an arbitrary SO(d, 1) covector VA = (Va, V−, V+), we find that V+ is
ISO(d − 1) invariant, but that the variation of the components (Va, V−)
contains terms involving V+ and therefore they do not form an invariant
subspace under ISO(d− 1). To obtain a proper action of ISO(d− 1) on this
d-dimensional space, we must quotient out the invariant subspace, or equiva-
lently impose the condition V+ = 0, which is ISO(d−1) invariant and hence
consistent. Then the group ISO(d − 1) acts on the d-dimensional space
of covectors (Va, V−) and preserves the degenerate (contravariant) metric
ηab = δab, ηa− = η−− = 0. Consequently it preserves also hmn, as well as
um := E
−
m . In contrast neither n
m nor gmn are preserved by the “transla-
tion” generators of ISO(d− 1). The tensor calculus after setting to zero the
+ component would remain most analogous to the Lorentz tensor calculus
if we were to use only the contravariant metric. (This would mean in par-
ticular that the Lie algebra generators should have upper indices and the
parameters, connections and curvatures lower indices).
Let us now consider the factor R corresponding to (+−) boosts which
preserve the + direction as well. If the action of the Lorentz generators is
given by δE AM = E
B
M L
A
B , it is easy to see that E
−
M and E
+
M , i.e. (um, 0)
and (SAm, S), respectively, scale oppositely. This means that we could
boost the Kaluza Klein scalar S away by setting S = 1. Instead we shall put
S =W in view of our previous result (5), so that um becomes the gradient of
u. This choice fixes the R factor of the Lorentz gauge subgroup, after which
we are left with ISO(d − 1) as the residual tangent space symmetry (times
the global scale invariance mentioned above). Actually it will turn out that
the boost rescaling is not the analog of the Weyl rescaling of dimensional
reduction with a non-null Killing vector. One may remark that the Kaluza
Klein scalar in the non-null case is inert under the residual local Lorentz
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group (i.e. SO(d) or SO(d− 1, 1) for (1)). In the null case, it is the residual
local boost symmetry and the normality of the null Killing vector established
in the foregoing section which enable us to find a Lorentz gauge where
um = ∂mu and which will thereby permit the construction of torsion-free
ISO(d− 1) connections in the following sections 4.3 and 5.1.
It is instructive to work out the action of ISO(d−1) on all the components
of (18). Denoting the ISO(d− 1) parameters by Lab, La+ and L b− ≡ −Lb+,
we have
δS = 0 , δum = 0
δe am = e
b
mLb
a + umL
a
−
, δAm = S
−1e amLa
+ (22)
In other words we see that Am transforms under the group ISO(d−1), more
precisely, it is contaminated by the d-frame components.
Equation (22) shows that by a further choice of Lorentz gauge, we can
achieve Aa ≡ e ma Am = 0, so that for this particular choice of Lorentz frame
that we call the “anti-axial” gauge
Am = −12Nvξm
and
nm = SNm (23)
The local group ISO(d − 1) is thereby broken to the transverse subgroup
SO(d− 1).
Let us note also that this is a convenient Lorentz gauge for gravitational
“waves”, or rather for Einstein solutions admitting a null Killing vector; the
explicit form of the metric simplifies to2
ds2 = gmndx
mdxn −W 2Nvdu2 + 2Wdudv (24)
The pp-wave metric corresponds to the case W = 1 [16].
It is equally instructive to list the ISO(d−1) transformation rules of the
inverse frame:
δe ma = −Labe mb , δnm = −L b− e mb
δS−1 = 0 , δAa = −L−aS−1 − LabAb , δA− = −L−bAb (25)
These formulas show a splitting between what one could call matter, and
background gravitational fields. But this splitting depends on the frame!
2 If we further use (d− 1) transverse but curved coordinates xi as well as u, we derive
from nm = (ni, 1) that giu = −gijn
j and guu = n
igijn
j . In fact one could choose ni = 0
instead of Aa = 0.
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The flat components of the quasi-Maxwell gauge field that appear above
have a “covariantized” ε-transformation rule. The new geometry will be
discussed shortly but first we would like to reexpress the previous depen-
dences on the choice of frame as a dependence on the choice of nm. We
start from (22): δAm = −S−1e am L−a. In accordance with the invariance of
Gmn we have δgmn = −2SδA(mun), together with (25): δnm = −L b− e mb .
Let us now adopt a d dimensional point of view. The conditions gmpn
p = 0,
nmum = 1 (for fixed u
m) are preserved by the local d-dimensional frame
transformations of nm, Am and gmp of the form:
δnm = −hmnλn
δAm = −S−1λm , δgmn = umλn + unλm (26)
if λpn
p = 0 i.e. λm = −gmpδnp. These are the translations of ISO(d − 1)
when we set λn = L
b
−
e bn .
Finally general coordinate transformations in d + 1 dimensions act like
δVM = ∂Mε
NVN + ε
N∂NVM on a covector VM . In accordance with gen-
eral Kaluza Klein theory, one would expect the original diffeomorphism
invariance to reduce to diffeomorphism invariance in d dimensions times
an ordinary abelian gauge invariance of the vector field Am. Indeed, it
is easy to check that the Maxwell-type gauge transformations are iden-
tified with general coordinate transformations along the v direction, i.e.
εM (x) = (0, ..., 0, εv(x) ≡ ε(x)), hence the name ε-transformations. They
read:
x′m(x, v) = xm , v′(x, v) = v − ε(xm) , A′m(x) = Am(x) + ∂mε(x). (27)
Given a frame the corresponding one-form
E+ := E +M dx
M = S(dv +Amdx
m) = H ϕM dx
M (28)
is by construction ε-invariant, it lives on the full (fibered) space and is
associated to a “horizontal-vertical” splitting. Consequently, only the field
strengths Amn ≡ ∂mAn − ∂nAm will appear in the equations of motion.
It can be checked that both ξm and the contravariant metric G
mn ≡ hmn
are ε-invariant, whereas Gmn in (20) is obviously not. Observe that the
difference between Gmn and the ε-invariant (but degenerate) metric gmn
(cf. (20)) involves two different vector fields. This is due to the fact that
the ε-gauge field Am here is not the same as the Killing vector ξm unlike in
ordinary Kaluza Klein theory. In fact this is just another way of saying that
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the covariant metric does not project onto the orbit space. To summarize,
the main difference with non-null dimensional reduction is that the quasi-
Maxwell field depends on the frame, we shall have to combine it with other
fields in order to obtain Lorentz invariant objects.
As far as the intermediate frame is concerned, we note that a priori
the decomposition (12) is invariant under (local) GL(d+1) transformations
acting on the lower index α, if the upper index α transforms with the con-
tragredient matrix. However, in order to preserve H µm = δ
µ
m , the action of
a d-dimensional diffeomorphism xm → x′m = x′m(xn) on the vector index
m must be accompanied by the same transformation acting on the inter-
mediate index µ. Hence, diffeomorphisms in d dimensions acting on E Am
are coupled to linear (compensating) transformations acting on E˚ Aµ , and
the indices µ, ... will be regarded as world indices of the d-manifold. On
the other hand, from (28) it can be seen that the index ϕ is inert under
ε-gauge transformations in contrast to v, which is not; this is the principal
difference between intermediate tensors and tensors referred to the curved
indices M,N, .... It is the choice of v coordinate (the choice of section)
which introduces the gauge arbitrariness, it is partly avoided by switching
to intermediate (or Lorentz) indices.
With hindsight we could now return to the ε-variations of the (frame in-
dependent) metric components and rederive from them the parametrizations
(20) and (21) in terms of a gauge field, we have
G′mn = Gmn + ξm∂nε+ ξn∂mε
N ′m = Nm − hmn∂nε
N ′v = Nv − 2Nm∂mε+ hmn∂mε∂nε (29)
and the other variations vanish. Assuming the transformation law (27) we
can find where to introduce Am terms so as to obtain (20) and (21).
3.3 (d + 1)-connection and curvature
In (d+1)-dimensional space we shall consider the canonical torsionfree and
metric preserving affine connection. It is gauge equivalent to the Lorentz
connection as can be seen by going to the vielbein frame. The intermediate
moving frame introduced above allows us to describe the same connection in
yet another linear gauge. The anholonomy will contribute to the formulas
of E. Cartan giving the torsion and curvature tensors. In d dimensions
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we shall use the corresponding subframes but a different connection to be
constructed from the (d+ 1)-dimensional one.
The full vielbein conservation equation for (18) in d+ 1 dimensions is
∂ME
A
N + ω
A
M BE
B
N = P
Q
MNE
A
Q (30)
where ωMAB and P
Q
MN are the unique expressions for the torsion-free con-
nection computed from (18) and (20) in the usual way. Equation (30) can
be rewritten as an expression of the Lorentz reductibility of the affine con-
nection and its holonomy:
∂ME
A
N − P QMNE AQ = −ω AM BE BN (31)
The intermediate frame analog of (30) defines the Lorentz invariant Γ:
∂MH
γ
N + Γ
γ
MβH
β
N = P
Q
MNH
γ
Q (32)
and hence
Γ γαβE˚
A
γ := ∂αE˚
A
β + ω
A
α BE˚
B
β (33)
where Γ is not symmetric in general. This frame has anholonomy, in analogy
with the vielbein anholonomy:
Ω AMN := 2∂[ME
A
N ] (34)
we have
Θ αMN := −2∂[MH αN ] . (35)
We shall distinguish the matter free case by using the connections ω˚ and
P˚ instead of their generalisations ω and P to the case with matter. Namely
ω˚ := ω(E˚) and P˚ := P (E˚). The vanishing of the torsion tensor reads for
example in intermediate coordinates:
0 = T γαβ := 2Γ
γ
[αβ] −Θ γαβ (36)
so
Θ γαβ = 2Γ
γ
[αβ].
The curvature tensor is given by:
RMNAB(ω) = ∂MωNAB − ∂NωMAB + ωMACωNCB − ωNACωMCB (37)
or equivalently by
RMNP
Q(P ) = ∂MP
Q
NP − ∂NP QMP + P QMRP RNP − P QNRP RMP (38)
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and we have the equality RMNPQ(ω(E)) = RMNPQ(P (E)). Switching to
intermediate indices, we get
H Mα H
N
β RMNAB = −Θ γαβωγAB + R̂αβAB (39)
where
R̂αβAB := ∂αωβAB − ∂βωαAB + ωαACωβCB − ωβACωαCB (40)
differs from (37) by an extra anholonomy term. The Riemann curvature
tensor in intermediate frame is given by
R δαβγ := ∂αΓ
δ
βγ − ∂βΓ δαγ + Γ δαεΓ εβγ − Γ δβεΓ εαγ −Θ εαβΓ δεγ . (41)
A useful expression for the Ricci tensor is
Rαγ = ∂αΓ
β
βγ − ∂βΓ βαγ + Γ βδαΓ δβγ − Γ ββδΓ δαγ (42)
4 Background geometry and dimensional reduc-
tion
From (22) we know that ISO(d−1) invariance is broken by the choice Am =
0. Nevertheless we shall first consider the case Am = s = 0, where s =
log S = logW is defined up to a constant that could be reintroduced easily.
For S = 1, we obviously have ξµ = uµ, N
µ = nµ. Our goal in this section is
to study the resulting “matter-free” geometry in d dimensions that results
in this special case, and to demonstrate that the null Killing reduction leads
to a generalization of the Galilean covariant theories already studied in [9,
10, 11]. As shown there, generally covariant Galilean theories of gravity are
distinguished from the more familiar relativistic ones in several ways.
The first two new features are the degeneracy of the (contravariant) met-
ric and the existence of a closed one-form in its kernel. This form is required
for the definition of “absolute time”. The closure of this form can actually
be shown to follow from its conservation by parallel transport with respect
to a torsionless connection which is assumed to be compatible with the met-
ric. If there is a single null eigenvector, the closure follows after proper
normalization as well. But even if one assumes the absence of torsion, the
affine Levi-Civita connection and the “spin” connection are not uniquely
determined by requiring the vielbein to be covariantly constant. The arbi-
trariness is parametrized by a choice of two-form and this third new feature
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can be traced back to the degeneracy of the metric in d dimensions as we
will explicitly show. Furthermore the connections in our moving frame ap-
proach seem to depend on the choice of frame. The last new feature we may
briefly mention at this stage is that one needs to impose a condition on the
curvature tensor in order to reduce its number of independent components
to the usual one of the Riemannian situation. However we shall not impose
the other restrictions needed to recover Galilei-Newton theory, as they do
not follow from dimensional reduction.
One difference between our treatment and most previous ones is that
we shall always keep in mind the (d + 1)-dimensional origin of the theory.
Nonetheless we shall begin in d dimensions by first presenting an “intrinsic”
analysis that makes no reference to (d + 1) dimensions, recovering and ex-
tending previous results by the use of moving frames. We will then sharpen
the analysis from a (d + 1)-dimensional point of view and show that the
ambiguities afflicting the theory in d dimensions can be entirely eliminated
in this way. In particular, by using a well chosen frame and the existence of
a non-degenerate metric and its associated Levi-Civita connection in d + 1
dimensions, we are led to an associated Galilean connection in d dimensions.
We shall postpone until the next section the study of its frame dependence.
Furthermore, unlike the authors of [13], who came closest to our purpose
by considering a one-dimensional extension of the Galilean spacetime they
wanted to study, we do not assume the covariant constancy of the null vector
nor the existence of a higher dimensional structure group different from the
Lorentz group. In our treatment, the normality property of the Killing
vector ξm = W∂mu together with the boost rescaling of the Kaluza Klein
scalar S will ensure the torsion-free condition for the natural ISO(d− 1) d-
dimensional connection. (This boost is supposed to have been effected before
the consideration of the matter free sector, that will occupy us in this section;
the very definition of the scalar S requires this partial gauge fixing). The
possibility to restrict the Lorentz structure group to its Euclidean subgroup
is locally guaranteed, as we said, by the existence of the Killing vector.
The reader who does not want to see the unavoidability of the Galilean
connection to be arrived at step by step in the next two sections may now
jump to section 5.3, where a shortcut allows us to extract it “from the blue”.
He (or she) will thus miss the beauty of the moving frame method, and the
possibility to consider fermions.
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4.1 Galilean geometry in d dimensions: moving frames.
As we noted before there is no need to distinguish curved and intermediate
indices if the intermediate frame H is just the unit matrix (12); furthermore
even forH 6= 1, the derivative operators ∂m and ∂µ = H Mµ ∂M have identical
action on v-independent quantities. In other words the intermediate sub-
frame can be considered as holonomic in d dimensions. We will consistently
use intermediate indices from now on so as to facilitate the comparison with
the case treated in the following section where matter will be included and
to have manifest ε-invariance.
We shall consider the d×d submatrix (E˚ aµ , E˚ −µ ) ≡ (e aµ , uµ) of (13) as a
Galilean frame with respect to the new holonomic frame in the d-dimensional
reduced geometry. By this we mean simply that
E˚ Aµ h
µνE˚ Bν = η
AB (43)
for A or B = a,−. We can introduce ISO(d − 1)-valued spin connection
coefficients ω˜ aµ b and ω˜
a
µ −. We define the corresponding affine connection
Γ˜ σµν by requiring the covariant constancy of the d-bein, i.e.
∂µe
a
ν + ω˜
a
µ be
b
ν + ω˜
a
µ −uν = Γ˜
σ
µνe
a
σ (44)
∂µuν = Γ˜
σ
µνuσ (45)
These equations are the moving frame extension of the admissibility con-
ditions of a Galilean connection. Observe the absence of spin connection
terms on the left hand side of (45), it is due to our insistence on ISO(d− 1)
as the proper tangent space group rather than SO(d) or SO(d− 1, 1). It can
be rewritten as Dµ(Γ˜)uν = 0, while the other equation expresses the conser-
vation of the degenerate metric hµν , i.e. Dµ(Γ˜)h
νρ = 0. We already alluded
to the fact that the Wigner-Ino¨nu¨ contraction of SO(d) to ISO(d − 1) is
easily implemented by first arranging the indices of all the metric tensors to
be in the upper position, and then by replacing the unit metric by the once
degenerate d× d submatrix of ηAB . Then our tensor calculus is almost un-
changed. Note that our requirements (44) and (45) imply the conservation
of the usual antisymmetric tensor densities of order d.
The linear system of equations (44) and (45) can be solved in the usual
fashion, apart from certain ambiguities which we will now exhibit. Equation
(45) implies that the torsion T˜ ρµν ≡ 2Γ˜ ρ[µν] obeys
uρT˜
ρ
µν = uµν ≡ ∂µuν − ∂νuµ (46)
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A torsion-free geometry thus obtains if and only if uµν = 0. We have
already shown that this condition can always be satisfied by an appropriate
boost rescaling of the Kaluza Klein scalar S if the normality property (5)
of the Killing vector holds. So our choice of zero torsion had two strong
implications: it forced us to assume one equation of motion so as to obtain
(5) and then it was used to fix one boost generator of the residual Lorentz
gauge subgroup.
So let us proceed to the solution; multiplying (44) by e aρ and symmetriz-
ing in the indices (ρν) one finds:
Γ˜ σµ(νgρ)σ =
1
2∂µgνρ − ω˜µ−(ρuν). (47)
This projection complements (45) and allows a complete computation of Γ˜.
From this relation we also see that g is not covariantly constant, unlike h.
Instead, we have
D(Γ˜)ρgµν = 2ω˜ρ−(µuν). (48)
As far as ω˜ is concerned the projection is faithful as it does not have any
ω˜ −m ν component. Taking cyclic permutations in the usual way, we get
Γ˜ σµνgσρ = −12∂ρgµν + ∂(µgν)ρ + ω˜ρ−(µuν) − ω˜µ−(νuρ) − ω˜ν−(ρuµ) (49)
Contracting with the contravariant metric hσρ, taking into account (16),
(45) and renaming indices, we arrive at the fundamental formula
Γ˜ ρµν = Γ˜
ρ
µν(n,K, h) := Γ˜
ρ
µν(n) + 2u(µKν)σh
σρ (50)
where
Γ˜ ρµν(n) :=
1
2h
ρσ
(
2∂(µgν)σ − ∂σgµν
)
+ nρ∂(µuν) (51)
and
Kµν := ω˜[µν]−. (52)
Γ˜ ρµν(n) is the analog of the usual torsion-free affine connection (Christoffel
symbol). We shall check later (see eq. (73), (74)) that Γ˜ ρµν(n) is equal to
P˚ ρµν , the d-dimensional part of the (d+ 1)-dimensional Christoffel symbol.
Owing to the degeneracy of our system, the antisymmetric tensor Kµν
defined by (52) can be chosen arbitrarily in (50). This means that the affine
connection coefficients are not uniquely determined by (44) and (45). This
is a typical situation for a degenerate inhomogeneous linear system: when
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it admits one solution, it admits many. The ISO(d− 1) action on the vector
field nµ via (26) could be compensated in our Γ˜(n,K, h) if we had (for S = 1)
δKµν = −∂[µλν] (53)
In the same fashion one can solve (44) for the spin connection coefficients,
where similar ambiguities are encountered. Contracting (49) with nρ and
using nνgµν = 0 we find
ω˜(µν)− =
1
2n
ρLρgµν + 2nρKρ(µuν) (54)
where
nρLρgµν := nρ∂ρgµν + 2(∂(µnρ)gν)ρ (55)
is the Lie derivative. The coefficients of anholonomy read:
Ω˜ cab =: 2e
µ
a e
ν
b ∂[µe
c
ν] , Ω˜
c
−b =: 2n
µe νb ∂[µe
c
ν] (56)
(the other coefficients involve ∂[µuν] and vanish in the background if the
torsion is set equal to zero), we get the familiar formula for the transverse
components
ω˜abc =
1
2
(
Ω˜abc − Ω˜bca + Ω˜cab
)
(57)
The remaining components of the spin connection in flat indices are given
for arbitrary Kµν by
ω˜[ab]− = Kab =
1
2Ω˜ab− , ω˜−a− = 2K−a
ω˜(bc)− = Ω˜−(bc) , ω˜−bc = Ω˜−[bc] −Kbc (58)
where indices have been converted from flat to curved by means of the d-
bein E˚ a,−µ ; so Kab ≡ e µa e νb Kµν and K−a ≡ nµe νa Kµν . These equations
are, of course, consistent with (52) and (54).
In summary, the torsion-free parallel transport conditions for the back-
ground d-frame are solvable provided u[µν] = 0, and involve an arbitrary
antisymmetric tensor Kµν or equivalently an arbitrary choice of ω˜[µν]− or
equivalently an arbitrary choice of the − component of the ISO(d− 1) con-
nection one-form ω˜µ.
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4.2 Previous work on Galilean geometry
We are now ready to establish the connection with previous work on the
differential geometry of Galilean covariant theories when Am = 0 and S = 1;
the general case with matter will be treated in the following section. It
appears (see [12]) that the geometric structure emerged from the work of [8].
In [10] the choice of a “field of observers” (our nm) was shown to be related
to the determination of a covariant metric tensor. These authors carefully
discussed Newton’s laws and the so-called special connections associated
to the various (fields of) observers whose worldlines are tangent to the nµ
vector fields. In fact these special connections are simply our (51). They
can be interpreted as incorporating not only potential but also Coriolis (or
a subset of Lorentz-type) forces. In other words, these forces can be hidden
by a suitable change of observers. This is a generalized Galilean equivalence
principle.
The special connection Γ˜(n) admits n as a geodesic affinely parametrized
vector field:
nµD(Γ˜(n))µn
ρ = 0. (59)
It is in fact characterized by this property, and the constraint
D(Γ˜(n))[µnρ] = 0. (60)
where the index has been raised with the degenerate metric h [19]. What
was not clear in previous works was the reason for the identification of the
Lorentz force with inertial effects, i.e. changes of observers. It will appear
here as a consequence of the Lorentz invariance of the original theory and
the existence of one more null direction.
The most general connections that preserve the space foliation of space-
time with its metric on the leaves are called admissible, they are our (50)
with arbitrary Kµν . In [11] these results were combined with other physi-
cists’ work, see in particular [9]. The “Galilean” structure that emerged can
be characterized by a degenerate contravariant metric hµν , a foliation with
normal uµ which is a closed one-form in the kernel of h
µν and the set of
torsion-free affine connections preserving the metric and 1-form uµdx
µ: the
admissible connections.
These data correspond to ours: the contravariant Galilean metric is the
same as our hµν , and the vector defining the foliation is our E˚ −µ , it is
proportional to ξµ, which is indeed in the kernel of h
µν . As we already
pointed out, the absence of torsion and the Galilean structure had to be
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imposed by hand in previous works, whereas no such assumption needs
to be made if one starts from a higher dimension. Then the existence of
an absolute time and the absence of torsion follow from the Kaluza Klein
reduction by requiring one of Einstein’s equations of motion. The special
connection associated to the field nm is nothing but (51), and in fact the
correspondence goes further.
In [11] the ambiguity in the structure preserving affine connections, i.e.
the difference between two admissible connections is explicitly parametrized
by a two-form Kµν as we also showed in (52). But in [9, 11], it was noticed
that an extra restriction is needed if the curvature tensor of the Galilean
theory is to have the same number of independent components as the usual
relativistic one (since otherwise, the Galilean theory could not correspond
to the c → ∞ limit of a matter free relativistic one). This led to what we
shall call the “Newton Coriolis” (NC-)condition:
R˜ ρ σµ ν (Γ˜, h) = R˜
σ ρ
ν µ (Γ˜, h) (61)
Recall that in the Minkowskian case, this relation follows from the torsion
Bianchi identity; here it imposes non-trivial restrictions because the con-
travariant metric is degenerate. We may use the identity
R˜
(ρ σ)
[µ ν] ≡ 0. (62)
so the condition (61) is sometimes written
R˜
[ρ σ]
(µ ν) = 0. (63)
As shown in [11], the condition (61) is satisfied by “special” connections.
So among the “admissible” connections Γ˜ ρµν(n,K, h) (see eq.(50)), the NC-
connections are those for which ∂[µKνρ] = 0. This makes sense because
changing nµ to n′µ corresponds to changing:
Γ˜ ρµν(n
′) = Γ˜ ρµν(n) + 2u(µKν)σ(n, n
′)hσρ. (64)
where the two-form
Kνσ(n, n
′) = ∂[νλσ] (65)
is obviously closed (λµ was introduced in (26), it satisfies λ.n = 0 and we
have n′ρ− nρ = −hρµλµ). The closed two-form K can be shown to produce
a Lorentz-type force in the equations of motion for a point particle. It can
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be reabsorbed by a suitable change of frame δn if the vector potential is
normal to n, namely if K is of the form (65).
However, to recover the true Newtonian limit corresponding to a po-
tential force and to ensure the absence of Coriolis-type forces, (61) is not
enough. Rather, one must impose besides the automatic volume preserva-
tion:
R˜ τρστ = 0 (66)
further conditions on the connections [9, 20, 21, 12], for example a dynamical
one:
R˜ τρσ[ν uµ] = 0 (67)
It corresponds to the existence of (d − 1) covariantly constant vector fields
tangent to the spacelike slices. It implies the Galilean analog of Einstein’s
equations:
R˜µν = ρuµuν . (68)
One may also assume other dynamical, as opposed to kinematical, con-
straints. Typically the Galilean analog of Einstein’s equations is supposed
to have the form (68) with ρ the mass density. We will see in section 6
that the equations of motion obtained by dimensional reduction from d+ 1
dimensions are not of this form if the dilaton field is included. Equation
(68) implies in particular that the equal time sections are Ricci flat, and
hence that for d ≤ 3 one can choose flat “Galilean” coordinates. In this
case, Einstein’s equations can be rewritten as a non-linear modification of
Maxwell’s equations in flat space [12]. For d > 3, on the other hand, the
vanishing of the Ricci tensor no longer implies that the full Riemann tensor
is zero, so the space manifold need not be flat, and there may be genuine
gravitational effects in addition. The problem of identifying a gravitational
action for Galilean gravity will be discussed in section 6.2.
4.3 ISO(d− 1) connections from d + 1 dimensions
We shall now reconsider the results of subsection 4.1 and explain how the
formulas (44) and (45) and their solutions (50), (57) and (58) can be re-
interpreted from a (d + 1)-dimensional point of view. Of course, the flat
and curved metrics in (d+1) dimensions are no longer degenerate, and thus
the situation is unambiguous. As there is more structure at hand we might
expect to simply exhibit a particular d-connection. In fact, through this
procedure, we can determine canonically the two-form Kµν corresponding
to a choice of nm.
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Let us therefore consider the analog of (44) and (45) in d+1 dimensions.
We keep the same notations but the tangent space group is now SO(d, 1) for
ω˚. (33) becomes
∂αE˚
A
β + ω˚
A
α BE˚
B
β = P˚
γ
αβ E˚
A
γ (69)
where the superscript (◦) indicates that the corresponding quantities are
given by the standard expressions computed from the background vielbein
E˚ Aα in the usual way; in particular, P˚
γ
αβ is the unique torsion-free affine
connection in d+1 dimensions that preserves the metric G˚αβ . We next sub-
stitute the explicit form of (13) and write out the components corresponding
to A = (a,−,+) explicitly. In this way, we obtain three equations, viz.
∂αE˚
a
β + ω˚
a
α bE˚
b
β + ω˚
a
α −E˚
−
β + ω˚
a
α +E˚
+
β = P˚
µ
αβ E˚
a
µ (70)
∂αE˚
−
β + ω˚
−
α bE˚
b
β + ω˚
−
α −E˚
−
β = P˚
µ
αβ E˚
−
µ (71)
∂αE˚
+
β + ω˚
+
α bE˚
b
β + ω˚
+
α +E˚
+
β = P˚
ϕ
αβ E˚
+
ϕ (72)
where, on the right hand side, we took into account that
E˚ +µ = E˚
a
ϕ = E˚
−
ϕ = 0
(cf. (13)). We should keep in mind that, on the left hand side, only the
derivatives ∂α with α = µ contribute because ∂v ≡ ∂ϕ ≡ 0 by dimensional
reduction.
We would like now to compute Γ˜ ρµν . Let us compare
Γ˚ γαβ ≡ P˚ γαβ ≡ 12 G˚γδ(2∂(αG˚β)δ − ∂δG˚αβ) (73)
to (50) for (α, β, γ) = (µ, ν, ρ). We have the identity
P˚ ρµν = Γ˜
ρ
µν(n). (74)
Comparing (44) with (70), we immediately see that they are compatible
with
Γ˜ ρµν = P˚
ρ
µν (75)
i.e. Kµν = 0 in (50).
Equation (71), on the other hand, differs from (45) by extra spin con-
nection terms, which are not ISO(d− 1) valued. To relate (45) to the corre-
sponding components of (71), the trick is to shift the extra terms from the
left to the right hand side, in such a way that (71) becomes
∂αE˚
−
β = P˚
µ
αβ E˚
−
µ − ω˚ −α AE˚ Aβ , (76)
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and re-interpret the right hand side as a new affine connection. Since the re-
sulting expression is no longer manifestly symmetric in (α, β) when uµν 6= 0,
the emergence of d-dimensional torsion is a possible dangerous consequence
of this rearrangement. It is this choice not to introduce torsion that leads us
at this stage to use one of the original equations of motion to enforce the con-
dition uµν = 0 as anticipated in section 3.2. In the case at hand however, the
spin connection components that are not ISO(d− 1) valued (ω˚ −α A = ω˚α+A,
of which we need only ω˚µ+A) are simply absent when uµν = 0. And we have
∂αE˚
−
β = P˚
µ
αβ E˚
−
µ . (77)
Finally (52) can be rewritten Kµν :=
1
2Ω˚
+
µν = 0, and hence K vanishes
in the absence of “matter”. (72) has no counterpart in d dimensions, and
the same remark applies to the other components of (70) and (71).
In summary, starting from the unique (d+1) connection and an explicit
choice of frame, we obtained Kµν = 0 and thereby the simplest possible
d-dimensional NC-connection (75). In the following chapter, we will extend
these considerations to the case where Kaluza Klein matter is included and
again obtain a canonical NC-connection.
5 Kaluza Klein matter couplings
We will now switch on the matter fields residing in the intermediate frame
H αM , whose inverse we denote by H
M
α . We will use the intermediate frame
and its inverse to convert world indices into intermediate ones and vice
versa. Their use will considerably simplify the computations by comparison
to the use of the “Lorentz” frame. By construction (see remarks at the
end of section 3), the intermediate frame equations to be written below are
still manifestly ε-gauge invariant and turn out to be compatible with the
vanishing of torsion in d dimensions. By descending from d+1 dimensions,
a unique d connection can be constructed, and it is really part of the (d+1)
connection in disguise.
We follow a strategy that will permit us to directly compare the connec-
tions that are obtained in presence of matter with the background connec-
tions in (69) and (75), and to read off the two-form Kµν from the equations.
We recall the equations (33) for E˚ Aα , where now the spin connection ωαAB
and the affine connection Γ γαβ differ from the corresponding expressions for
the pure background by extra terms depending on the Kaluza Klein matter
fields S and Aµ. (The latter field was actually considered in [13] implicitly).
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Here we are in a pure Kaluza Klein situation and we shall not make any
other assumption than the existence of the null Killing vector, admittedly
at the cost of some complications. In ordinary Kaluza Klein dimensional
reduction one witnesses the emergence of a scalar field and a vector gauge
field in d dimensions. But here, although it was known that there are sev-
eral Galilean approximations to Maxwellian electromagnetism [22], one finds
a nonlinear version of electromagnetism that will be in some sense hidden
inside a generalized gravitation theory, in this connection see also [12, 23].
5.1 Differential geometry with intermediate frames
Let us now apply the results of section 3 for the various frames and connec-
tions, more precisely the various component descriptions of the canonical
Riemannian connection. The covariance of the full vielbein (18) in d + 1
dimensions is expressed by equation (30), where ωMAB and P
Q
MN are the
complete expressions for the (torsion-free) connection computed from (18)
and (20) in the usual way. We now substitute (12) into (30) and move the
terms with derivatives on H αM to the right hand side. The result is a gauge
transformed version of (33):
Γ γαβ = P
γ
αβ + ∂αH
N
β H
γ
N (78)
where, of course, P γαβ ≡ H Mα H Nβ P QMNH γQ . It is straightforward to check
that ∂αH
N
β H
γ
N = 0 unless γ = ϕ. The absence of torsion implies
Θ γαβ := 2Γ
γ
[αβ] = 2∂[αH
N
β] H
γ
N . (79)
The non-vanishing components of the anholonomy associated with the
intermediate frame H αM are found to be
Θ ϕµν = −SAµν , Θ ϕµϕ = S∂µS−1 (80)
This shows that the αβ indices of Γ ϕαβ do not appear symmetrically (al-
though the torsion tensor is still zero) when the matter fields are switched
on, whereas the purely d-dimensional components Γ ρµν remain symmetrical.
Pulling down the index with the background metric (G˚αβ ≡ Γαβ), we get
Θµν,ρ = −Aµνξρ , Θµϕ,ρ = ∂µS−1ξρ (81)
and
Θµν,ϕ = Θµϕ,ϕ = 0. (82)
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These formulas can be combined into a covariant equation:
Θαβ,γ = −ξγAαβ (83)
provided we define Aϕ = −S−1 as one may infer from (19).
Next, we determine the symmetric part of the affine connection. It is
natural to define
2θαβγ := Θαβγ −Θβγα +Θγαβ (84)
(compare to eq.(57)) and notice that
Γ γαβ = P˚
γ
αβ + θ
γ
αβ (85)
because we have (73), (79) together with its symmetric partner:
2ΓM(αβ) = ∂M G˚αβ . (86)
θ and Γ are both equal to the usual Lorentz connection when the background
frame is trivial. In general, θ and P˚ , respectively, may be characterized as
the terms of Γ that contain derivatives of H αM and G˚, respectively. In terms
of Θ we obtain:
Γ γ(αβ) = P˚
γ
αβ − G˚δ(αΘ δβ)εG˚εγ (87)
and, together with (79),
Γ γαβ = P˚
γ
αβ − G˚δ(αΘ δβ)εG˚εγ + 12Θ γαβ (88)
These expressions are ε-gauge invariant as anticipated.
We can also solve (33) for the spin connection. The full spin connection
is given by
ωABC =
1
2
(
ΩABC − ΩBCA +ΩCAB
)
(89)
where
ΩABC = Ω˚ABC +ΘABC (90)
and, of course, ΘAB
C = E˚ αA E˚
β
B Θ
γ
αβE˚
C
γ . Using (84) we find
ωABC = ω˚ABC + θABC . (91)
We keep the same notation Γ˜ for the d-dimensional connection we are
looking for. Let us again compare Γ ρµν , with its indices restricted to d
dimensions, to Γ˜ ρµν(n,K) which we have seen in (50) to be the most general
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connection compatible with our degenerate geometry. From (88), we find
for the corresponding components of the (d+ 1)-dimensional connection
Γ ρµν = P˚
ρ
µν + n
ρu(µ∂ν)s+ Su(µAν)σh
σρ (92)
Next we must define a d-dimensional ISO(d − 1) connection and shift the
unwanted components of the Lorentz connection to the affine connection as
explained in subsection 4.3. Comparing (33) to (44) and (45) we obtain
tentatively in the same way as in section 4.3 (see (75))
Γ˜ aµν = Γ
a
µν
Γ˜ −µν = Γ
−
µν − ω −µ ν = ∂(µE˚ −ν) . (93)
Hence
Γ˜ −µν = P˚
−
µν (94)
where we used (77)
Comparison with the ρ ≡ − component of (92) shows that the sec-
ond term on its right hand side drops out. Using (74) we find that the
d-connection is given by Γ˜(n,K) of eq.(50) with
Kµν =
1
2SAµν . (95)
Altogether, we are led to
Γ˜ ρµν = P˚
ρ
µν + u(µSAν)σh
σρ = Γ˜(n,K, h). (96)
Since Aµν obeys the (Maxwell) Bianchi identity, the two-form Kµν is closed
if S is constant.
Remark: in this case the d-connection components are the same as the
(d+ 1)-dimensional ones:
Γ˜ rmn = Γ
ρ
µν = P
ρ
µν = P
r
mn (97)
On the other hand, it appears at this point that the connection Γ˜ does
not satisfy the NC property (61) any more if a non-constant scalar field
is included; moreover (96) will be seen not to be invariant under Lorentz
transformations. In the next section we will show how to cure both of these
problems by taking into account a Weyl-type rescaling while preserving ε-
gauge invariance.
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5.2 Weyl rescaling and ISO(d−1) gauge invariant connection
From (96) and (26) one can check that Γ˜ would be invariant under the group
ISO(d−1) if it were not for extra terms involving derivatives of s. Recalling
the variations δnµ, δgµν , δΓ˜(n) and δAµ, we find that all terms cancel except
δΓ˜ ρµν = 2u(µδ˜Kν)σh
σρ
with
δ˜Kνσ := ∂[νvσ] − S∂[ν(S−1vσ]) = (∂[νs)vσ]. (98)
Clearly the variation of our candidate Galilean connection under ISO(d−1)
transformations vanishes if and only if S is constant.
We now have two indications that our new field S has introduced some
complications. This is to be contrasted with the case S = 1 which was solved
with a natural NC-connection (in this special case one recovers the result
of [13]). From experience with ordinary Kaluza Klein theories we know
that problems with scalars usually arise if the Weyl rescaling has not been
properly taken into account. In the case at hand, we notice that there is still
one part of the metric that remains at our disposal: the spatial part (uµ and
nµ cannot be rescaled, because this would reintroduce non-zero torsion). So
let us define
gµν = wg
′
µν , h
µν = w−1h′µν (99)
Inspection of (96) now suggests that we should take Shµν = h′µν , i.e. w =
W = S. If we introduce a Weyl rescaled parameter λ′µ := S
−1λµ, we can
mimick the S = 1 situation with the new connection (see (50))
P˜ := Γ˜
(
n,K ′ = 12Aµν , h
′
)
(100)
that replaces (96). We could also have used the notation Γ˜′ for the new
connection but it is symmetrical and we chose to call it P˜ .
Indeed provided we use the following Weyl rescaled version of (26) that
reads now:
δnµ = −h′µνλ′ν , δAµ = −λ′µ , δg′µν = uµλ′ν + uνλ′µ (101)
(100) is then invariant as one can easily verify. However, the Weyl rescaling
of the spatial metrics gives rise to extra terms involving derivatives of s.
These do not affect the transformation properties of the connection since
they transform properly as tensors. Altogether we obtain for the connection:
2P˜ ρµν ≡ 2Γ ρµν + g′µνh′ρσ∂σs− 2δρ(µ∂ν)s; (102)
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where Γ ρµν are components of the d + 1-connection. This new connection
preserves the Weyl rescaled contravariant metric h′µν as well as uµ, as it
should be. We have emphasized that the connection follows from (50) but
with metric h′. Its ρ ≡ − component differs from the previous tentative con-
nection Γ˜ by two more terms linear in ∂s, so as to be Lorentz invariant. P˜ ρµν
as given by (102) will be our final Lorentz invariant and ε-gauge invariant
connection, which now satisfies also the NC-property (61) automatically, as
one can easily check.
For completeness, let us generalize an identity found for S = 1 in [13],
albeit stated in a somewhat different form there:
Γ˜
(
nm, 12Aµν , h
′
)
= Γ˜
(
N ′m, 12u[m∂n]N˜
v, h′
)
(103)
where we defined: N ′M = SNM . We may now interpret it as follows: the
Lorentz invariance is completely fixed by imposing the “anti-axial” gauge
Am ∝ um of (23). Then, one may think of the quasi-Maxwell field as
containing Goldstone fields associated with the (d−1) translation generators
of the ISO(d − 1) subgroup of the Lorentz group. It will be interesting to
see the relevance of this observation for the possible existence of hidden
symmetries in the theory. Note that N ′m is geodesic if N ′v is constant.
5.3 Tensor calculus
The question which has remained open until now is whether there might
not be another way to identify the putative Maxwell degrees of freedom in a
completely covariant fashion. After all, our attempts so far were based on a
strategy which started from manifestly ε-covariant quantities, and then re-
stored ISO(d−1) invariance step by step. Alternatively, let us now start from
manifestly ISO(d− 1) invariant quantities and try to restore ε-covariance as
well. The only such quantities depending explicitly on the field Am are the
components Gmn, G
vv ≡ Nv and Gmv ≡ Nm of the inverse metric (cf. (3),
(4), (20) and (21)). We must now construct tensors for this new invariance,
the ε-symmetry. Our first attempt will be to try and rediscover the connec-
tion, and as we will adopt a d-dimensional point of view we shall use roman
indices.
Let us assume we have found an ε-covariant affine torsionless connection
C that preserves the one-form um. The new symbol is temporary as we do
not know the connection a priori and do not use the previous derivation.
It seems natural to begin with the covariantized analog of the Levi-Civita
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connection:
L rmn = h
rs(D(C)mGns +D(C)nGms −D(C)sGmn) (104)
We find
L rmn = h
rs(∂mGns + ∂nGms − ∂sGmn − 2C tmngts)− 2SC tmnuthrsAs
and
L rmn = h
rs(∂mGns + ∂nGms − ∂sGmn)− 2C rmn + 2SC tmnutN r.
We may now ask for its ε gauge variation (29):
δL rmn = h
rs(∂sε(um∂nS + un∂mS)− ∂sS(um∂nε+ un∂mε)).
Again let us first consider the case of a covariantly constant Killing vector
(S = 1), then L is at the same time a tensor and an “ε-tensor” and we find:
C rmn − P rmn = −12L rmn (105)
where we used once more the conservation of um. Now it follows that the
simplest choice for the connection C would be the d-dimensional part of the
Levi-Civita connection P , i.e. L = 0. Conversely we have to prove that
the latter preserves both h and u. This is the case when S = 1. Clearly we
cannot hope to fix theK ambiguity discussed in section 4.2, it is a dynamical
question to optimise this choice so as to simplify the d-dimensional equations
of motion. We recover the result of the Remark at the end of section 5.1.
We shall restore the arbitrariness of the scalar function S=W shortly by a
more geometrical argument, so let us proceed to study the quasi-Maxwell
degrees of freedom.
Taking into account the Weyl rescaling, we define
A := nmAm − 12h′mnAmAn = −12SNv , Am := h′mnAn − nm = −SNm
(106)
These fields are indeed invariant under (101), and furthermore coincide with
the components of the Maxwell field Am to lowest order. Under ε-gauge
transformations, we have
δAm = h′mn∂nε , δA = −Am∂mε (107)
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The only ε invariant quantities (field strengths) that can be constructed
from A and Am are found to be
Fmn := D˜mAn − D˜nAm , Fm := h˜mn∂nA+AnD˜nAm (108)
where D˜ ≡ D(P˜ ). Alas, a little algebra reveals that both Fmn and Fm
vanish identically! In fact, after some thought we should not be too surprised
at this result: the vanishing of (108) is nothing but a fully (i.e. ISO(d − 1)
and ε) covariant version of the conditions (59) and (60).
In summary it seems impossible to extract some remnant of the Maxwell
degrees of freedom (that one would have expected to exist on the basis of
ordinary Kaluza Klein theory) in a completely covariant fashion. This is
in accordance with previous results on Galilean covariant theories which we
reviewed in section 4.2, and lends credibility to the claim that the so-called
Newton (our Newton-Coriolis) condition is not sufficient to single out purely
gravitational effects coming from Einstein theory. What is new in our treat-
ment is that we have traced the “disappearance” of the Maxwell degrees
of freedom to their apparent incompatibility with the symmetries of the
theory3, and that with eq. (108) we have found a completely covariant ex-
pression of this fact. Also, the inclusion of the Kaluza Klein scalar (dilaton)
S is entirely new. The subtle interplay between the equations of motion and
the kinematic restrictions that must be imposed on the gravitational con-
nection to recover a true Galilean situation was discussed in section 4.2. Let
us stress that despite our title we have actually found a generalized Galilean
geometrodynamics with its unescapable Coriolis or Maxwell effects.
In [13] a mysterious but simple formula was exhibited for the affine con-
nection for the case W = S = 1. Let us show now that one can with hind-
sight generalize it to our situation. In the (local) fibration by the Killing
orbits any tangent vector fields X ′, Y ′ to the orbit space can be lifted, up
to some ambiguities, to vector fields X,Y that commute with the Killing
vector field ξ. The covariant derivative upstairs (X ·D)Y projects uniquely
downstairs when W is constant to (X ′ ·D′)Y ′. This is the key remark that
becomes applicable in our more general situation once we have noticed that
the Weyl rescaling described above amounts to a redefinition
GMN =WG
′
MN , G
MN =W−1G′MN . (109)
3To be sure, these degrees of freedom have not really disappeared, as we have repeatedly
emphasized, but rather become part of gravity. This is also suggested by the fact that for
d = 3 the gravitational sector is apparently not a topological theory, unlike in ordinary
Kaluza Klein theory.
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Then it is clear that ∂v remains a Killing vector of the rescaled metric and
that now
ξ′M = ∂Mu (110)
and the connection formula (102) follows. Actually this Weyl rescaling re-
duces to the previous one only after a change of “boost gauge” (the R
subgroup of section 3.2).
6 Equations of motion and hidden symmetries
Having identified the proper covariant objects, we are now ready at last
to give the complete equations of motion obtained after the dimensional
reduction with a null Killing vector and to address the question of whether
they can be derived from an action.
6.1 Connection coefficients and equations of motion
We will now rewrite the full Einstein equations of motion for the null Killing
reduction. With the technology developed in the previous sections this is
most conveniently done in a “(d + 1)-covariant” form and by use of inter-
mediate indices where the equations take their simplest form. The Einstein
equations in d+ 1 dimensions read
Rαβ ≡ H Mα H Nβ RMN = 0 (111)
and must be supplemented by the reduction condition ξM∂M ≡ 0. Our con-
ventions regarding the Riemann tensor have been given in section 3.3. The
full connection prior to the Weyl rescaling has been given in (85), or equiva-
lently in (88). We now write out the connection coefficients, taking into ac-
count the Weyl rescaling and making the decomposition into d-dimensional
indices completely explicit. In this way, we get
Γ ρµν = P˜
ρ
µν + δ
ρ
(µ∂ν)s− 12g′µνh′ρσ∂σs (112)
which is just (102), and
Γ ϕµν = S
(
− 12nρLρg′µν − 12g′µνnρ∂ρs+ u(µAν)ρnρ − 12Aµν
)
(113)
Γ νµϕ = Γ
ν
ϕµ = −12S−1uµh′νρ∂ρs (114)
Γ ϕµϕ = −12(δνµ + uµnν)∂νs , Γ ϕϕµ = +12(δνµ − uµnν)∂νs (115)
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Γ µϕϕ = Γ
ϕ
ϕϕ = 0 (116)
which shows explicitly that only the components of Γ γαβ with γ = ϕ have an
antisymmetric part. For the (d+1)-dimensional trace of the connection, we
obtain
Γ ααµ ≡ Γ ννµ + Γ ϕϕµ = P˜ ννµ + 12 (d+ 1)∂µs (117)
From these expressions, we can now obtain the corresponding ones for van-
ishing scalar field s (which we have not given so far) by specializing to s = 0.
(112)–(116) can now be substituted into (42) to obtain the equations of
motion after some calculation. The (ϕϕ)-component of (111) turns out to
be identically satisfied:
Rϕϕ ≡ 0. (118)
This is, of course, expected as we already used this equation as an input
to rewrite the Killing one-form in (5). The remaining components of Rαβ ,
however, give rise to non-trivial equations. Discarding an overall factor, we
see that
D˜ρ∂σs+
d− 1
2
∂ρs∂σs = 0 (119)
is just the scalar field equation (with D˜ ≡ D(P˜ ) as we already explained).
As anticipated, it depends on s only through its derivatives. Furthermore,
this equation of motion involves the covariant transverse Laplacian, and
thus can be regarded as a generalization of the transverse Laplace equation
obeyed by gravitational plane waves [3]. When d = 1 the second term of
the middle expression vanishes but the two dimensional action is topological
hence
Rµϕ ≡ 12uµR. (120)
Finally
Rµν = R˜µν +
d− 1
2
(
D˜µ∂νs− 12∂µs∂νs
)
= 0 (121)
is Einstein’s equation in d dimensions, where R˜µν ≡ Rµν(P˜ ) and where we
used the previous equation of motion and restricted ourselves to the case
d 6= 1. The fact that the Ricci tensor comes out to be symmetric is a
useful check on our calculations, because all antisymmetric contributions
arising at intermediate stages of the calculation must cancel out. As we
have repeatedly pointed out, the Maxwell field must be absorbed into the
connection to maintain covariance; consequently, only the scalar “matter”
field can act as a source term in (121).
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Observe also that this equation is more general than (68) but that the
dilaton decouples if one starts in two dimensions as one might have expected;
in that case one obtains
Rµν ≡ 12Sg′µνR (122)
R˜µν = 0 (123)
and
SR = h′ρσD˜ρ∂σs (124)
is unconstrained.
We also note the following difference with ordinary (non-null) Kaluza
Klein theories. There the components R˜ϕϕ and R˜µϕ would have yielded
the equations of motion for the scalar and the Maxwell fields, respectively.
Here, the first equation is empty, while the second gives the scalar field
equation rather than Maxwell’s equation. This is possible only because of
the presence of the covariantly constant vector uµ, which has no analog in
the non-null case.
6.2 An action
The situation we found ourselves in seems as we noticed ill-adapted to the
construction of an action for two reasons. The first difficulty arises from
the fact that we have already used one of the equations of motion, namely
Rvv = 0, as an input; it can be surmounted by simply eliminating the
corresponding component Gvv of the inverse metric. However, this is not a
covariant procedure, and we would not expect the resulting action to be fully
covariant either. A second source of difficulties is the missing component
Gvv , which has been “frozen” to zero.
Previous attempts to construct an action within the purely Galilean co-
variant framework (i.e. in d dimensions) have encountered related difficulties
(see [24] for a recent discussion), and so far no satisfactory action seems to
be known. One particular problem which arises in the d-dimensional con-
text is that the covariant metric g′µν is not unique, it is degenerate and thus
has vanishing determinant. However the moving frame being conserved up
to a unimodular transformation there is an invariant density factor and
corresponding invariant antisymmetric tensor densities. We have for the
d-dimensional Weyl rescaled frame density:
∂µlog e
′ ≡ ∂µlog E˚′ = P˜ νµν , (125)
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see also for example [21] for the definition of the density factor without
moving frames. On the other hand, it was proposed in [13] to construct an
action in d+1 dimensions by introducing a Lagrange multiplier to enforce the
condition ξMξM = 0. This seems unjustified in view of the extra constraint
of the covariant constancy of the null vector, furthermore the Lagrange
multiplier remains undefined and one equation is still missing after this
manipulation.
We will here follow a somewhat different route, also invoking the (d+1)-
dimensional ancestor theory, but avoiding the use of Lagrange multipliers.
An obvious argument in favour of starting from d + 1 dimensions is the
existence of the non-degenerate metrics there (our G˚αβ and GMN ). Taking
into account the Weyl rescaling and the presence of the dilaton, the density
factor is
E =
√
G = E˚′(h′, n) exp
(d+ 1
2
s
)
(126)
Observe that it is independent of Aµ as required by gauge invariance, as well
as invariant under (101). It is equivalent to choose h′ and n or g′ and u as
independent variables.
The action density we propose is then essentially Einstein’s action in
d+ 1 dimensions, written out in terms of intermediate indices, viz.
L = EG˚αβRαβ = E
(
G˚µνRµν + 2G˚
µϕRµϕ + G˚
ϕϕRϕϕ
)
(127)
where we have given the last term only for the sake of clarity: it actually
vanishes because G˚ϕϕ = 0 (or because Rϕϕ = 0, see the foregoing section).
Substituting the expressions for the (d + 1)-dimensional Ricci tensor and
using (126), we obtain
L = E˚′ exp
(d− 1
2
s
)
h′µν
(
R˜µν − d(d− 1)
4
∂µs∂νs
)
(128)
To verify that this is indeed the correct action density, we must now show
that the equations of motion (119) and (121) follow from (128) by variation
of the basic fields. For this, two crucial points must be kept in mind. First
of all, here we shall be using second order formalism, i.e. we regard the
connection P˜ ρµν as a dependent field as explicitly defined by (100). We shall
maintain zero torsion and hence the condition δuµ = ∂µδu. Secondly, in the
space of contravariant metrics h′µν , the variations must be performed in such
a way that h′µν remains degenerate with precisely one zero eigenvector. They
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are therefore subject to the constraint δh′µνuν + h
′µνδuν = 0. Contracting
with uµ, we obtain
δh′µν uµuν = 0 (129)
Consequently the coefficient of δh′µν in the variation of the action will only
be determined up to terms of the form ρuµuν .
Variation of the dilaton s yields the following equation
h′µν
(
dD˜µ∂νs+
d(d− 1)
4
∂µs∂νs+ R˜µν
)
= 0 (130)
Strictly speaking (130) holds only for d 6= 1 as we have dropped a factor
(d − 1)/2. To eliminate the Ricci tensor from (130) and to arrive at an
equation involving s alone, we must first analyze the remaining equations
obtained by varying the other fields. Varying all fields except s, we get
δgravL = E˚′ exp
(d− 1
2
s
)
δh′µν
(
R˜µν − d(d− 1)
4
∂µs∂νs
)
+ E˚′ exp
(d− 1
2
s
)
(E˚−1δE˚)h′µν
(
R˜µν − d(d− 1)
4
∂µs∂νs
)
+ E˚′ exp
(d− 1
2
s
)
h′µν
(
D˜µδP˜
ρ
ρν − D˜ρδP˜ ρµν
)
(131)
where
E˚′−1δE˚′ = −12g′µνδh′µν + nµδuµ (132)
Upon partial integration, the third line in (131) becomes
(d− 1
2
)
E˚′ exp
(d− 1
2
s
)
∂µs
(
2δP˜ (µρν h
′ν)ρ − 2h′µν∂ν(E˚′−1δE˚′)
)
(133)
where we made use of δP˜ ννµ = δ(E˚
′−1∂µE˚
′) = ∂µ(E˚
′−1δE˚′). To further
evaluate (133), we will now use
2δP˜ (µρν h
′ν)ρ = −D˜νδh′µν (134)
which is a consequence of the requirement that the covariant constancy of
h′µν be preserved under the variation along the space of degenerate con-
travariant metrics. Note that all variations can be parametrized in terms of
only δs, δh′µν and E˚′−1δE˚′. The latter comprises the effect of the variation
of all the gravitational fields other than h′µν , according to (132) only δnµ
appears, in particular the variation of L does not depend on δAµ.
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We pause here to point out that shifting Aµ by δAµ = uµf (such vari-
ations of Aµ are physical, contrary to the gauge shifts (101)) changes the
Ricci tensor according to
δR˜µν ∝ uµuνD˜ρ(h˜ρσ∂σf) (135)
and hence does not change the action. Physically this means that its equa-
tion of motion is left arbitrary by our d-dimensional variational principle.
Conversely we could hide the arbitrariness of the equation of motion for Rϕϕ
that is due to (129), as mentioned above, by the appropriate redefinition of
the field Aµ.
Integrating the last line of (131) by parts once more and collecting terms,
we see that the terms multiplying δh′µν combine precisely into the left hand
side of (121). The terms multiplying E˚′−1δE˚′ must then be combined with
(130). After a little reshuffling, these two equations are just the scalar field
equation (119) and the trace of (121). Once more the variational principle
for the reduced action leads to all equations of motion but one. Finally, we
see again that the dilaton field decouples for d = 1; this just reflects the
appearance of conformal symmetries in two dimensions.
6.3 Hidden symmetries
The Ehlers SL(2,R) duality transformations act on germs of solutions of
Einstein’s vacuum equations admitting one non null Killing vector. A d +
1 = 4 covariant presentation is given in [2] for the action of the subgroup
SO(2). In a footnote Geroch remarks that some action remains after a
careful limiting procedure is taken where the norm of the Killing vector
tends to zero. We shall develop this idea carefully in another paper but we
may mention here the following identity:
GMN = gMN + 2ξ(MAN) (136)
where gMv := 0 and Av := 1. Up to rescalings the Geroch action amounts in
the null case to the addition to the one-form AM of the potential one-form
whose exterior derivative is dual to the two-form dW ∧ du. In the case of
pp-waves it is easily found to be an ε-gauge transformation, in the case of
say van Stockum solutions it adds a constant “electric” field and seems non
trivial, in particular it changes the symmetry properties.
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7 Conclusions
This work suggests to investigate the addition of matter in order to hunt for
extra hidden symmetries in the case d = 3. The addition of a true Maxwell
field is easy, it leads to the so-called magnetic limit of electromagnetism
[22]. The addition of one or two gravitinos should follow using standard
techniques. This paper furnishes all the required tools to permit the addi-
tion of fermionic fields. The massless sector of closed string theory seems
particularly interesting as already mentioned. The role of the antiaxial gauge
might deserve some more investigation.
We have worked out the SO(2) action mentioned in [2] contrary to what
is stated in the rest of the literature it does act nontrivially on the space of
solutions admitting a null Killing vector.
As far as physics is concerned, we have been discussing the transverse
gravitational field seen by particles moving say along geodesics in such back-
grounds. Transverse meaning here that we consider the motion of the pro-
jection on the Killing orbit space. Let us note a nice general result. The
scalar product of the Killing vector and the velocity of such a particle is a
constant of the motion. In the case of a non null Killing vector it can be
interpreted as the electric charge. Here we obtain:
ξM
dxM
dτ
=W
du
dτ
(137)
so we find - up to dilatonic effects we shall not discuss here - that (for
W = 1) the absolute time, u, is an affine parameter for the geodesic motion.
The improvement of the action principle and the study of constraints are
prerequisites for a quantization of that sector.
Finally it is amusing to speculate that quantum corrections will spoil the
classical equations of motion hence introduce torsion, but torsion is known
to be coupled to spin. Phrased differently the twist of a null geodesic would
be a natural manifestation of spin. We hope to return to some of these issues
later.
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